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What's New in the?

1.List the songs you want to mix from the main list, don't select all the songs in the playlist. 2.Click "Mix Song" to begin to
mix the song together. 3.Check the volume and speed of the right song to make it louder or slower than the left song. 4.Click
the button to stop mixing or record your mixed song. Description: 1.List the songs you want to mix from the main list, don't
select all the songs in the playlist. 2.Click "Mix Song" to begin to mix the song together. 3.Check the volume and speed of the
right song to make it louder or slower than the left song. 4.Click the button to stop mixing or record your mixed song. A
playlist with a song Description: This is a simple application to play a selected song in a playlist. Keyboard controls: *Play,
Stop, Fast Forward, Rewind, Skip forward *Change the song you want to play and the playback position of the song *Change
the shuffle effect between "None" and "Random" *Change the current track to "Previous" or "Next" Description: This is a
simple application to play a selected song in a playlist. Keyboard controls: *Play, Stop, Fast Forward, Rewind, Skip forward
*Change the song you want to play and the playback position of the song *Change the shuffle effect between "None" and
"Random" *Change the current track to "Previous" or "Next" Most popular TV in media room Description: The most popular
TV application in the media room. You can view the most popular TV channels in a media center. TV channels can be selected
by two criteria, either by the favorite channels or the type of channels. You can also view by genres, whether in dramas, reality,
movies, sports, family, comedy and etc. Keyboard controls: *View the most popular TV channels *View the most popular
channels based on favorite channels *View the most popular channels based on genres *Change the current channel *View the
genres list *Select the type of TV channels Description: The most popular TV application in the media room. You can view the
most popular TV channels in a media center. TV channels can be selected by two criteria, either by the favorite channels or the
type of channels. You can also view by genres, whether in dramas, reality, movies, sports, family, comedy and etc. Keyboard
controls: *View the most popular TV channels *View the most popular channels based on favorite channels *View the most
popular channels based on genres *Change the current channel *View the genres list *Select the type of TV channels
Multilanguage VLC Media Player
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System Requirements:

OS: Windows 7 or Windows 8 Processor: Intel Core i3, i5, i7 Memory: 6 GB Hard Disk: 10 GB free space Graphics: NVIDIA
GeForce GTX 470 / AMD Radeon HD 6850 DirectX: Version 9.0c Network: Broadband Internet connection Additional Notes:
Downloading the game requires an internet connection, game disc is not included. Minimum system requirements are
recommended, some of the features in this version may not be available or supported. SteamOS and
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